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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose UE C*( [0, 11, R), a(x) >O, 0 d.u d I, f~ C3([0, l] x R, R) and 
consider the parabolic equation 
21, = (wz)., +fh If), O<r< 1, 
--pu+(l -p)IIUi-=O, .r = 0, t20 (11 
0X+(1-fJ)au,=O, s= 1: tao, 
where 0 < p, c ,< 1. It is known that for 4 < CI < 1 the initial value problem 
for Eq. (1) is well posed in the fractional power space X” associated with 
the operator A = -(a~,), with the boundary conditions [l]. If one puts 
some extra conditions on J; then by exploiting the properties of the 
Liapounov function 
where B is a term depending on the boundary conditions, one can show 
that ( 1) defines a semiflow on x” and that the set 
d={qsI(bEXy,lI w solution tlzrough q5 is clrfi37ed i37 ( - cc:‘) ‘7; ) and boundedj 
is compact, connected and is a global attractor for the semiflow (this, as 
well as abstract theory of infinite dimensional dynamical systems, can be 
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found in [2]). Moreover it can be proved [3,4,5], that for t--t )KZ any 
orbit in d approaches an equilibrium, that is a solution of the boundary 
value problem associated with (1). 
In order that the dynamical system defined by (1) enjoys all these 
properties it suffices to assume there exist continuous functions g,, g2 and a 
number [> 0 such that 
(2) 
lim ’ I 
*: 
g2(s) ds = lim J gl(s) ds = - CD, T-x 0 c--r i) 
s,(5) ax> 4) Gg2(<). 
(3) 
To avoid technicalities which are irrelevant to the aim of this work, we 
shall assume that 5 besides satisfying these conditions, is also bounded 
together with its derivatives. 
J& is clearly an invariant set and in fact is the maximal bounded 
invariant set for the semiflow defined by (1). This fact and the attractivity 
properties of &’ imply that the knowledge of S? and of the flow on it may 
be regarded as equivalent to the description of the semiflow defined by ( 1). 
More precisely, following [6], one can introduce the following 
DEFINITION 1. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and S,: X-t X, T,: Y-+ Y, 
t > 0 two semiJows which possess global attractors ds, CdT, then S, T are 
said to be equivalent if there is an homeomorphism h: x2’+ dT which 
preserves orbits and their orientation. 
The aim of this work is to show that, at least for a large class of diffusion 
functions, one can construct a system of ODES such that the semiflow 
associated with this system is equivalent to the semiflow defined by (1) in 
the sense of the above definition. Once this equivalence is established we 
are also able to discuss some aspects of the influence of diffusion and boun- 
dary conditions on the structure of the attractor and in particular on the 
appearance of stable equilibria. In order to indicate how this equivalence 
can be established and for what kind of diffusion functions it holds, let us 
assume that a = vti, with v > 0 a real parameter and Ze C”( [0, 11, R); 
Z(X) > 0, a given function. When a is of this type the attractor ~2 undergoes 
drastic transformations as v varies in (0, a ). In fact when v -+ 0, the num- 
ber of equilibria of (1) may approach ~xi and consequently the number of 
bifurcations experienced by d may grow unboundedly. On the other hand, 
when v --f a, the structure of & becomes poorer and poorer and, for v suf- 
ficiently large, no more bifurcations take place. For instance, in the case of 
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Neumann boundary conditions one can expect [7] that, for v large, .rtil has 
the same structure as the attractor for the scalar equation 
For more general boundary conditions, again v large should imply the 
equivalence of (1 j to a single scalar ODE obtained from (1 j by means of 
some special kind of projection procedure. One can formally associate to 
the parabolic equation ( 1 j an ODE also in the case v -+ 0, but now the only 
possible choice is 
i =f(x, tj, (5) 
that is an ODE for any .Y E [0, l] and the relationships between (5 j and its 
singular perturbation (1) is not clear. 
On the basis of this discussion it is natural to ask whether or not it 
might be possible, by allowing more general deformations of the diffusion 
function a, to “transform” the parabolic equation (1 j into a system of 
ODES without changing the topological structure of the flow on d; for 
instance, by embeding the function a in some special family a,,, r>O, 
which, as v -+ 0, approaches 0 only at a finite number of points in [0, l] 
and diverges to CT everywhere lse. It turns out that, in fact, by exploiting 
this idea in a proper way, one can construct the right system of ODES 
for a large class of diffusion functions. The paper is divided as follow: in 
Section 2 we set notation and state the main results. In Section 3 we 
present the proofs and related results. Section 4 is devoted to applications 
and remarks. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
To describe the functions a that we shall consider, let 
0 =x0 < s, < ... <x,, = 1 be a partition of the interval [IO, l] and let 
lo ,..., I,; a0 ,..., a, be two sets of n -t 1 positive constants and I:, a:, 0 d i < n, 
functions of v >O that approaches Zi, a, from above as v -+O. Then if 
r, ,..., e, are n other positive constants (and assuming 11 is sufficiently small) 
let a be a C2-function such that (see Fig. 1) 
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We shall also make the following technical hypothesis 
,; -I= o(p) forsomeO<q< 1, 
al - ai 
1: - li 
-0 as \t+O (HI 
-1 *z 
! +x=o(,!-(3+~/+~J) for some given 0 d E. OU 
Here and in the following by O(S) we always mean a function of ~30 
which may depend on a, ,..., a,,, I, ,..., I,,, e, ,...) e,,, s E [0, 11. f E C3, z E R” 
(defined later) and, for these variables in bounded sets, is bounded by C’s 
for some constant C. An example of a function a which satisfies condition 
H is given in Fig. 2, in this case E = 2/rz. To any small I’ > 0 we associate 
Eq. ( 1) with the function a just defined and associate to the value v = 0 the 
following system of ODES which may be considered the natural dis- 
cretization of Eq. (1) for v small when one identifies zi with the mean value 
z;= xj-x~,,-‘j:~~, ( u(x j & of z4 in the interval (xi- 1, x,), 
(.~l-xg)il=~(zlil)-~p+(l~~)(~o,lojzl+~-~’f(x,z~)dx, I 0 w 
. *i 
(~~;-xi-l)zi=j$zi+l -+21;-; 52 (Zi - zip l) + y j-(x, Zi) dx, 
I,- j 
26idn-- 1, (7) 
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FIGURE 2 
(x,,-,Y,,_l)l,z= -3 
0 a,,- l - --(z,,-z,,p,) 
I,, 0 + (1 - o)(a,,/E,,) &‘I 21, .~ ,
these equations can be rewritten as 
where z0 = z,, + , = 0, and 
When one tries to use perturbation techniques in order to show that, in 
some sense, Eq. (7) can be considered the limit of (1) for v + 0, it is useful 
to identify the vector z = (z~,..., I,,)’ with the step function z = C;i= I xixi, ;sj 
being the characteristic function of the interval [xi, xi- t), and look for a 
Banach space where both the solutions of (1) and I make sense. 
Since in general one has z $ X”, the space A” cannot be used and one 
should resort to some kind of weighted Sobolev space. We prefer to over- 
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come this diffkulty by a different technique which can be viewed as chang- 
ing the topology in A’“. We do this by means of a nonlinear change of 
variable of the type 
u=.z+;+o, (9) 
where the function [ depends on u only through I and it is chosen in such a 
way that it contains the “bad” part of II, that is the part of u which may be 
expected to become unbounded in X” when v -+ 0. The advantage of such a 
change of variables resides in the fact that if one measures the difference 
between two functions U, U’ E ,Y in terms of the distance llz’ - z/I + 11~1’ - ulj 1 
between the corresponding pairs (z, u), (z’, u’), then U’ may be close to u in 
spite of the fact that /Iu’ - uJ(, is very large. The precise definition of the 
function [ is given by 
LEMMA 1. For any small v > 0 and z, ,.. ., z,, E R there is a unique function 
< (such that [ + JY;=, xizi is C*) and uniquely’ determined c, ,..., c,, E R that 
soloe the problem 
(a[,)., = -f(X, 2;) + Ci3 xe(x;-xi-,), 1 <i<n, 
-p(zl+i)+(l-p)ai,=O, s = 0, 
(T(z,, + i) + (1 - 0) a<., = 0, .‘i= 1, 
<(XT ) - i(x:) = -(z;+ , -z,), 
[,(x’ ) = i,(x;- ), l<i<n-1 
* vi 
J [ = 0, 1 < 1 <rn. -yr , 
The function [ and c1 ,..., c, satisjjy 
(10) 
xi - vl, < x < xi, 
(11) 
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((x; j= -n,L,iico~l + o(vqj, 
((x’)= -+(Zitl-Zi)+O(vq, l<idn-1 
((Xl7 ) = -<(XT ), l<i<n-1, 
I 
i(x,; ) = - -!i L,,p,z,, + O(eq, 
a,, 
(ai,)( LL/IiOz, + O(P) 
(ac.,)(x,) = Ljpi(zj+ 1 - _7j) + 0(1”), l<i<n-1, 
(ai,)(.~,,) = --Lw,, + O(f9, 
c-= (aT.)(xi)- (ai,)(si_~)+~~(~~) 
I 
Li 
I “I 3 1 <idn, 
or 
cj=~i(zi+~-Zj)-~j-~(Z~-Zi-~)+.f~(Zj)+j’j(-i)r ldi<n, 
yi = O(vY). 
Ij’f is C”, then c,, i, a[, are k times contiuouslJ> dgferentiable with respect to 
2 and 
(14) 
Moreover [ and ai., are uniformly bounded.for 1’ > 0, that is, 
llill6J=0(1). 
II4 Al CO = OC 1 i. 
By using (lo), (ll), (12), (13) it follows that by making the change of 
variables (9) and by averaging Eq. (1) in the interval (xi-, , xi) one obtains 
~i=p’i(zr+, -zj )-/Ii-- l(zi-zj- I) +jXzj) + Yi(z) 
[f(x,z;+[+tl)-f&z;)] dx (15j 
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and by subtracting these equations from (1) one obtains 
- ;c, f jr’ Lo, -i 
I y,--l 
7+;+~l)--fo(,ii)]d,~-~G(u,;), 
/, 
(16) 
-Qpu+(l -P)atl,=O, x = 0, t30, 
crv+(l-/?)au,=O, x= 1, t 3 0, 
where by G(u, z) we mean the vector of the right-hand sides of (15). 
To state our results we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let Y be the subspace of L2(0, 1 j defined by the conditions 
J”<;-, tj = 0, i = l,..., n, then 
with the boundary conditions 
defines a seljadjoint densely defined closed linear operator on Y. Moreover 
there is a constant K independent of v such that for any A in the spectrum 
of& 
A>5 
v (18) 
It follows that B is a sectoria( operator on Y and that the analytic semigroup 
generated by B satisfies for anll 0 < a d 1 
I~~-B~JI < bfec-K~2uir . II B”e 
-Bfll d*fr-“e’-K,QL~lt 
for some constant M independent of v. 
(19) 
It can be shown that Eq. (9) defines a map u + (z, u) which is a 
homeomorphism from Xx onto R” x Y’, where Y” = D(B”) the fractional 
power space of order ix associated with the operator B. Our first theorem 
gives estimates on the image of the attractor of (1) under this map. 
THEOREM 1. Let $ < u < 1 and let ,& c R” x Y’ be the image of the 
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attractor of ( 1) under the map u + (z, v) defined by (9)? then there is 11~ > 0 
and a constant C independent of v such that, for 0 < I’ 6 lfo, (L, v j E SI implies 
/Id 6 c’, 120) 
/(L’(J,<CI’l~+c’-x, (21 j 
u#7ere 2 E R” is the vector L = (z, ,..., zn)T. 
THEOREM 2. If (ix - $) > 0 and E in hypothesis (H) are suficiently smak, 
then there is a v0 > 0 SLlch that for any 0 < v < I’~, the semiflow defined bus 
Eqs. (15) (16) admits a local invariant C’manifold 
s= ((u, 2) / a=&), /I-:/j <cj 
that contains &. Moreover the flow on S is governed by the equations 
f;= p,(zi+, - zj )-~j-l(~j-Zj-l)+.fj(Zi)+ilij_7), 1 bidn, (22) 
Irkere k,(.) is a CL-function and hj(. ) + 0, as v + 0. in the C’ topologx. 
The next theorem concerns the structural stability of the limit system (8 ). 
We denote simply by w the vector of positive numbers 
01 = (a,, ,..., a,,, I, ,..., I,,; e ,,.... e,,) and by Q c R3’ri-2 the positive cone. We let 
F be the space of the functions f: [0, l] x R -+ R that satisfy the hypothesis 
in the introduction with the topology induced by the C’ norm. 
THEOREM 3. Genericaily for (p, o, w, f) E [0, I]’ x 52 x F> the dynamical 
system defined by Eq. (8) is a Morse-Smale system. 
Since, as we shall see, system (8) admits a Liapounov- function the non- 
wandering set of system (8) is the same as the set of critical points. 
Therefore in this context to be Morse-Smale means that ail critical points 
are hyperbolic and the stable and unstable manifolds IV’, IV, of any two 
critical points have transversal intersection. 
The final theorem is a precise statement of the results announced in the 
introduction. 
THEOREM 4. There is a residual set 0 c [0, 1 ]2 x Q x F with the property 
that for any (p, cr, w, f) E 0 there exists a \l” > 0 suck that .for v < 1” the 
semtflou’s defined bj, (1) and (8) are equivalent in tke sense of Definition I. 
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3. PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND THEOREMS 
Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is just a long computation. We only 
indicate the main points. If one sets ii = [(xi+ ), ~1~ = (a[,)(,~,), 0 < id n - 1, 
then one has for XE [xi- ,, s,), 
By imposing the boundary conditions and the other 2(n - 1) + IZ conditions 
in (10) one obtains a system of 3n linear equations in the 3n unknonws ii, 
tfi, ci. The coefficients of this system are of the type 
and the elements of the known vector are of the type 
The assumptions on a ensure that all these quantities have a limit for v + 0 
and these limits can be easily computed by introducing the function 
c3=(vai)-~, xE(xi-vzj, xi+ vZ,), 6 = 0 elsewhere. In fact one has, for 
example, 
and the other expressions can be treated in a similar way. Since the limit 
linear system for v -+ 0 has a unique solution the same is true for small v 
and, with the introduction of 6, it is not difficult to obtain the expressions 
(1 l), (12), (13) and the estimates (14). Finally the differentiability proper- 
ties of ci, a[,, [ follow from the fact that, if f is Ck, the coefficient and 
elements of the known vector of the above linear system are Ck function 
of z. 
Proof of Lemma 2. The first part follows from Friedrichs’ extension 
theorem and from the relation 
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where 4. $ E Y arc any two smooth functions satisfying the boundary con- 
ditions. To prove (18) we use the variational characterization of the eigen- 
values [S] which for the first eigenvalue A yields 
R 3 min 
s ’ a&:, 0 
Let p=2hm,,,, A, then for any \I > 0 there is a \! < V and a function (b such 
that St, ac,h: -C ,LL If ii is the step function defined by 
G(x) = e,/v, xi _ , + v1: ~ 1 < s < x, - \,I;) 
U(x) = vai, xi - v/: < x < xi + a-If, 
we have a < a and therefore 5: CC++‘, -C p. From this and Schwartz’s inequality 
it follows that 
with -v, = 4(x, + J, ~, ). Therefore we have 
$fj--1” Ly’ ‘hi<4 <#[+p”2,“;~hl) y, < s G xi - Vfi) 
~i-pv?(v1,‘2 h, + kjj < 4 c fj, t p(~l~~h~+ k/j, xi- VI: <S<Xi. 
(24) 
where we have set tii=4(vi), hi= [(xj--vll-~;)iei]‘l”, k,=(fl/~~)‘~‘. These 
inequalities and the analogous inequalities for x in the intervals 
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(-uj- 1 + vl:- 17 )fi), (-yi- 1) X- 1 
imply that 
+ ~1:~ ,) together with the fact that SC:_, 4 = 0 
@,I < plqcvl~’ + +q, (25) 
where here and in the following we denote by C, C,,, ci,... a positive num- 
ber which is independent of v and depends only on xi, ai, Ii, e, (and 
possibly on z, f and can be taken constant for these variables in bounded 
sets). The C appearing in different formulas may not have the same vaiue. 
From (24)? (25) it follows that 
141 -4i2(c+a)), XE (xi-,, xi- I + v/:_ 1) u (xi- VI:, xii, 
191 < p1~2(cv1~2 + o(,r1~2)j, 5 E (Xi& , + VI;- 1) xj - v/g, 
and therefore 
1= ‘~2<p(c1’+O(\J)j s 0 
that for small v implies (18). The explicit computation shows that for the 
constant K in ( 18) one can take 
Let 1, < A1 d .. ’ be the eigenvalues of B and We, M’?,... the corresponding 
normalised eigenfunctions. Then by completeness of the eigenfunctions we 
have 
(27) 
for any ij E Y and for any complex number A# ;i,) A,,... . If we restrict i to 
the sector defined by 
for some o~(0, n/2), we have by (18) that (A,-A/3(/2--(K/2v)( sine and 
therefore from (27) 
the last part of the lemma follows from this estimate and Theorems 1.3.4, 
1.4.3 in Cl]. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We start by proving three lemma. 
LEMMA 3. There is a number U independent of v such that any u~d 
satisfies 
Ilullc+< u. (28) 
Moreover {f w = au,, then 
/I 11’(1 @ < u. (29) 
Proof. It can be shown [ 11 that solutions of (1) with initial data in F 
are actually classical solutions. On the other hand it is easy to see that if (b 
is a C’ function that satisfies the boundary conditions then there is a point 
.E’E [O, 11 such that l&y)1 3 I4(x)I and d,(r) = 0, $(.Y) $,,(Y) 6 0. From 
this and the assumptions on f it follows that, if a solution U(X, t) of (1) 
satisfies max, Iu(x, t)l > 5 at some t. then 
$(J,, t)=2Ca(y)z4,,(y, tj+f(y, 24~~ tj)] u(J,, t)<O. (30) 
This cannot be if u(.u, f) is independent of t, therefore a first consequence of 
(30) is that (28) is satisfied (with CT= g) when ~4 is an equilibrium. If II is 
not an equilibrium (30) implies max, lu(x, T)I > [ for T 6 t and therefore it 
cannot be U( ., t) E & because then u( ., t) would approach an equilibrium 
for t + - ,X and we have just seen that the sup norm of all equilibria is less 
than c. Thus we can conclude that (28) holds for u E& with U= [. 
To prove the second part of the lemma we note that from the differential 
equation it follows that 
which show that it suffices to prove that on the attractor j;; 14, has a bound 
independent of v because for u E d we have u( 1) - u(0) bounded from the 
first part of the proof and because the definition of a implies 
s 11 -> c, 0a 
for some C > 0 independent of v and f is bounded. In order to prove this 
we show that on the attractor /(u,[/ L? has a bound independent of v. We do 
this by adapting to our situation Lemma 3.5.1 and Theorem 3.52 in Cl]. 
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First, we note that the assumption that f has a bounded first derivative 
with respect to II implies the functional F defined by [F(d)](x) =,f(x, b(x) j 
is Lipschitz continuous as a map from L2 into L2 therefore we can assume 
LY = 0 in Theorem 3.5.2 in [ 11. Moreover one can check that all the con- 
stants appearing in the proofs of said lemma and theorem depend at most 
on: a lower bound for the spectrum of the operator A; the CY norm /(zl(tO)ljl 
of II at some time t,, < t; the interval t - t,; the instant t,, and the bounds 
on f and its derivativef,. Since CI > 0 for any v, we have /? 3 0 for the eigen- 
values of .4 independently of V; since a = 0 we have 11 u( t,)ll 1 = llu( to)11 L2 < U 
for u E G! from the first part of the proof. Moreover we can always assume 
t - t, = 1 because solutions on the attractor are defined in (- XI, cc) and, 
finally, the dependence on t, is also absent because our equation is 
autonomous. Therefore we conclude that, on the attractor, Theorem 3.5.2 
in [ 11 can be applied with CI = y = Oj t - t, = 1 and C independent of Y. 
Thus we have that, on the attractor, (Iu,J/ Lo has a bound independent of v. 
LEMMA 4. If II is an equilibrium of ( 1) and c = 11 - z - [, then 
lItlllcQ= o(~~*), (31) 
Proqf: Let IV = au,, then we can write 
(32) 
where 6 = (vaj) ~’ for s E (xi - rli, x, + vl,) and 6 = 0 elsewhere. Since f is 
bounded we also have 
Moreover 
= O( v”) 
because, by Lemma 3, w is bounded by a constant indepenent of v. 
Therefore, by inserting (33) into (32), we obtain 
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thus 
7.= U(Xip ,) + IL’(.x& I) 
Ii- 1 
-, - + O( vq, 
ai- 
also 
zi = Ll(Xi) - ll!(xi); + o(vq 
I 
because the last of Eqs. (34) implies 
Ii- 1 U(Xi& 1) = u(xJ - W(Xip ,) -- 
(1 r-l 
W(Xi) 2. + O(v9). 
From (35), (36) it follows 
(35j 
(36) 
; (.Zi+ 1 - ;i)=w(xi)$+o(i’q, 1 d&n-l, 
therefore Lemma 1 implies 
The result then follows from (34), (35), (37). 
LEMMA 5. I’ II is an equilibrium qf (1) and v = u - 2 - 5, then 
jlBU/lL’= O(v4). (38) 
Proqf Since u is an equilibrium we have f = 0 and therefore by ( 16) v is 
a solution of 
- f, z [I:, (f(-~, pi + C + L’) -f(-~t li))d-x, 
-p(O) + (1 - pj a(O) v,(O) = 0, 
dv(1)+(1--ja(ljtl,(lj=O. 
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By assumption f has a global Lipschitz constant, therefore 
and a similar estimate holds for the L’ norm of the integral term in (39). 
This and the definition of B imply the result. In fact, since zi is the average 
of u in (xi-- , , xi), Lemma 3 implies I is bounded when II ranges in the set of 
equilibrium points, therefore from Lemma 1 it follows l/[ll L! = 0(r4) and on 
the other hand Lemma 4 implies ~~u~~ L1 = O(ry). We are now in the position 
of proving Theorem 1. The estimate (20) is an obvious consequence of the 
definition of P and of the first part of Lemma 3. 
From Lemmas 1 and 3 ai, and rt’ are bounded on d uniformly on r, 
thus the same is true for ur,. This and (20) imply that, for solutions on the 
attractor 2, llill has a bound independent of v. Therefore by Lemma 1 and 
(40) it follows that 
(41) 
Ilf (4 I’ + < + LJ) -j-(x, Z)llLZ d c I)L’IIL2 + O(v”) < c, vx llUlll + qvq, (42 1 
where in the last step use has been made of the fact that, letting min A be 
the smallest eigenvalue of B, Lemma 2 yields 
From Eq. (16), the estimates in Lemma 2, and (41) (42) it follows that 
for to < t. Since 
with C, independent of I,, t, Eq. (44j implies that m(t) = max,, Cro,r, Ilv(sjllx 
satisfies the condition 
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therefore for small v and t, 6 t we have 
Since u -+ (z, ~7) is an homeomorphism of X” onto R” x Yx and we know 
that u(t,) approaches some equilibrium 24, as f, -+ - rsj, we have that u(l,) 
approaches L’,, as to -+ - ~1. Thus (45) implies 
which yields the wanted estimate because Lemmas 2 and 5 imply 
ll~l,l(, < (min A)- (l~~‘/lB~,~~LZ=O(~l+q~~j. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Again we start by proving some lemma. We let 
Yf’= f+3’n Y, where I+%? is the Sobolev space of the functions in L’ 
which have their first and second derivative in L’ and satisfy the boundary 
conditions in (1 j. 
LEMMA 6. Bm I: Y -+ Y;2 is continuous rind 
IIB-‘qbll ,&!< C\,-(1.2’i3+y+E) ll(QL2, (46 5 
-for some C independent of v. 
Proof Given #E Y and 2n + 1 numbers, ri, 06 i<n-- I; si, 06 idn, 
there is a unique $ which satisfies ri= $(.v,+ ), si= (a$,)(~,) and the 
equation 
-(a$,).+ i xi 
(avL)(x,) - (4.x-H-~;- L) = a 
i=l Li 
and $ depends linearly on ri, xi. Therefore by imposing the boundary 
conditions, the continuity of $ at xi, 1< id n - 1, and the fact that 
j-:-;- I $ = 0, 1 d i < n - 1, one obtains a system of 2n + 1 equations in the 
2rl+ 1 unknowns ri. si. For small 1’ the determinant of this system is non- 
singular and therefore the equation Btj = 4 has a unique solution rl/ E Y;‘, 
for any do Y. Moreover one obtains that 
with C independent of V. This and 
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4L= i x, 
Sj-St-- 1 
--(b-a.A 
i= I Li 
and (47) it follows that 
and therefore by assumption H, for small v, 
This concludes the proof when one oberves that /a$.+] < C /l&/i TV implies 
ll$,llL~~ co-’ Ml L? and that 5; $ = 0 implies that ljtl/ jl Lo 6 //cl/,j/ Lo. 
LEMMA 7. For 2 < OL d 1. Y” is embedded ita C” [0, I] and for each 
a < rX < o! there is a ~o~zstant C such that, for tl, 6 Y", 
Il$llcl G aJ -‘*,‘2’(3+q-t~1 11 1/l/,. (49) 
Proof. For any 2 < Ed 1 the Nirenberg-Gagliardo inequality yields 
ll$4lc~ d Cll9ll~.~.~ llcd/lly- (50) 
Thus for $c Ys* Lemma 6 implies 
/I~/]cl~C’V’-li2)(3+q+Ef ~p3rr,//;2 p/f/@“, 
then the result follows from exercise 11.1.4 in [l]. 
LEMMA 8. Assume $tZ<rr< 1, (s--$) and E sma& and let 
II= j( 3 + q + E j. Let F(zl, z) be the function defZned by the right-hand side of 
(16) and G(u, z) E R” the vector of the right-hand sides of (15 j, then for z in 
bounded sets 
(i) (v,~)-+F(v,-?)isaC’nzapF: Y”xR”+Ynnd 
llF(c ~111 LJ = O(~? provided I(u/l, < C0v’f4--?--’ 
and T > 0 is sufficiently small, 
11 F(u’, I ‘j-F(v,z)//.zdCv ‘+‘-y~~U’--U~/,-t l/z’-z/l); 
(ii) (0, 2) -+ G(v, z) is a C’map G: Y” x R” + R” 
(51) 
(521 
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llG(o' z')- G(u i * -j]l -JC C v'--~ j]u' .A , f --Vj]x+C#-l~/. (531 
ProoJ: By Lemma I, <, d@, yi, are Cz-hiunctions. In addition 
u 4 (au,)(sJ is a bounded linear functional from Y” into B, in fact by 
Lemma 7 we obtain 
therefore to prove that F and G are C” it suffices to show that 
(Z!, f) --f%f’(. ,2-t-i+Llj-f(*,z) defines a C2 map F, : Y” x R” J Y. 
This follows from the theory of Nemitskii operators [9, lo]. 
Provided i\o/ji, d C,V” +q--n--r, Lemma 1, f40), and (43) imply 
ll.f(.,--t-;+u)-f(-,-~jll Lz,<c(v*+ j/ujj/“?j<c,(vJ+\~” l/C]]J 
g Cl v’i( f -6 Y l -y = o(vy. tfw 
If ]jUI/.<cCOVr+q--;t-r and r and (a- $) are sufficiently small, then 
Lemma 7 implies 
The estimates (55) and (56) impIy that, for z in bounded sets, G(o, 3) is 
bounded by a constant inde~nde~t of V, This fact, the statement 
//d&@~i~~?= O(Y*) in Lemma 1, together with (551, (56) imply (51). 
We also have, by using again (14) in Lemma I and (431, 
llfr~, 2 -+- i’ 4” u’) -j-i- , 3 + 5 -k u)[l LZ 
Q ~lf(-,z’ii’+c’)--f(.,z+i+u’)iiLI 
+ ii.ft s, 2 i-i-tu’j-ff.,z$-~~E’)j[L1 
,< C(]]z’-211 + i/j’-&2 -t- I]!.~‘- a/j L3) 
< C1(f + Y”f l/z’ -Z]] + c, jr’ ]lo’ - L’]/ ~’ (57) 
From this, the estimate (54) and the fact that I-&r? is always tO, (53) 
follows. From (53), (54), and (57) and Lemma 1 also the estimate (52) 
follows. 
We arc now in the position of applying center manifold theory to cum- 
plete the proof of Theorem 2. First, we note that by Theorem 1, d is con- 
tained in the set E= {(q z) 1 l/u/i,< CO~‘+Y--r, I/z// < Cj. It follows that we 
do nut change any property of d if we modify F, G outside the set 
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ET= ((q-7) 1 (~z~~(~<C~v’+~-~-~, l/zjl < C> because for small 11, E c E’. 
Thus, from now on, we assume that F and G satisfy (Sl), (52), and (53) for 
(u, z) E Y’ x R”. Then the estimates in Lemmas 2 and 8 allow us to apply 
Theorems 6.1.2, 4, and 7 in [ 1] to the system 
$+Bv=F(o,z), 
dz 
t = G( v, z), 
(58) 
then, using the same notations as in [I], we have M, M,, ,U independent of 
V. and 
AZ o(,?+“-“I), N= O(vY), 
(59) 
M 
2 
=c ,,I-*v. I , D=C,v 
I+y~r--i:2:d=C2,‘irlcr~1 
that imply 
o=~Mz2=O(,,2+y-l)l--I). 
Thus for v small, 
h4NZr = O(\ ‘+~-~r)<D~CoV1-t~/-----~2, 
and if also r and (a-i) are small, 
because 
A fortiori it follows that 
= 0(,,2+4-@‘l-“) +O as v --f 0. 
Thus we see that all hypotheses in Thorem 6.1.2 are met. The hypotheses in 
Theorems 6.1.4 and 7 are checked in a similar fashion. Therefore we can 
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conclude that for v sufficiently small there is a C’ function 6: R” -+ Y” such 
that 
and s= I(L), z) / u=cr(z)) is a C’ invariant manifold which is exponentially 
attracting. S= {(c, z) 1 U= G(Z), IIzll < C)- is contained in E and therefore is 
a C’ local invariant manifold for the semiflow defined by (15), (16). 
Moreover the flow on S is governed by Eq. (22) with 
To complete the proof we must show that as v -+ 0, hj(. j + 0 with respect 
to the C’ topology. That yi-+O as v -0 follows from Lemma 1. For the 
second term in the expression of hi we have from (54) and (60) 
ia(~~j)(G(r)),(.~i)I 6 Cv-“‘I llG(z)IIz = O(v’+4-29- xpr’2)= O(\ty), 
In( I(G(z’)),(.xi)- (O(Z)),(Xi)l < cv-“‘l llG(l’)-G(l’))lm 
6 Cl \I* I/z’ - 3/j. 
which imply convergence to zero in the C’ topology as s -+ 0. The third 
term is treated in a similar way. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The thight connection existing between (1) and (8) 
allows us to adapt the techniques used in [Ill, 131 for showing that 
generically (1) has a finite number of hyperbolic equilibria with transversal 
intersection of stable and unstable manifolds, to prove that the same is true 
for the dynamical system defined by (8). A detailed proof of this fact wih 
appear elsewhere. Here we only show that the nonwandering set of system 
(8) is the same as the set of critical points by showing that the function 
is a Liapunov function for (8). We have 
~(ij=P.L,r,f,+~~l~iLi(-i+,-ii)(jiiL+ti) 
i=l 
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n-1 
1 P’iUZ,+ 1 - Zj)(ij+, -iJ= -p,L,(z,-z,)i, 
i= 1 
,I - 1 
- c [piLi(zi+, -z;) - p;- ,Lj(Z, - zimm ,)I ?i (64) 
Eq. (63) can be rewritten as (with the assumption z,,=z,,+ I =0) 
g(z)= - i Li[/zLi(ZiC, -z;)-j.i~,(zi-zi~,)+fi(zi)]l, 
i= 1 
= -,g, Liz;. (65 1
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 2 the semiflow defined by (1) for I’ 
small is equivalent in the sense of Definition 2 to the semiflow defined in R” 
by the vector field (22) and, as v + 0, this vector field approaches in the CL 
sense the vector field (8) which by Theorem 3 is generically a Morse-Smale 
system. Structural stability of Morse-Smale system [6] concludes the 
proof. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
Many authors [14-161 have discussed the existence of stable non- 
constant equilibria for Eq. (1 j with Neumann boundary conditions and 
shown that, when the conductivity function a has a deep well around a cer- 
tain point x, E (0, 1) so that two almost independent equilibria may coexist 
in the two intervals [0,x,), (x,, I], then (1) has a stable nonconstant 
equilibrium. Moreover it is known [17] that stable solutions appear 
through secondary bifurcations. We can easily recover these results by 
means of Theorem 4. In fact for n = 2 and Neumann boundary conditions 
(p=o=O), if we assume for simplicity xI =4 and f=u(l -u’) for 
z4 E [ - 1, 11, Theorem 4 implies that for v small the semiflow defined by (1) 
is equivalent to the semiflow defined in R2 by the system 
~1=p(z2-z1)+z,(l-z~) 
(f-33) 
22 = -p(z, - 2,) + z2( 1 - z;,, 
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By keeping in mind the definition of the function a, one sees that a deep 
well in the graph of a corresponds to a small value for p. The simplicity of 
(66) allows a complete qualitative description of the flow defined by (66) 
for each p > 0. 
The three equilibria 
z1=z2= 
i 
0 foranyp>O 
-1 
exist for any ir >O. The zero equilibrium is unstable and the other two 
equilibria are stable. For p >, 4 there is no other equilibrium. At p = t two 
new equilibria bifurcate from the zero solution 
These equilibria are unstable for + > p 3 + and stable for ,U < f. At p = + a 
secondary bifurcation takes place and each of the equilibria (67) undergoes 
a pitchfork bifurcation and four new unstable equilibria appear which for 
E = f-p small are approximately given by 
for some number K. 
These results complemented with information on eigenvectors at the 
equilibria justify the sketches of S! in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 it is also indicated the 
attractor corresponding to ,LL=O (the square of side 2). The shape of the 
equilibria of (1) corresponding to k < 4 is sketched in Fig. 4. 
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FIGURE 4 
Our second application of Theorem 4 concerns the influence of boundary 
conditions on the dynamics of (1) for large diffusivity. For large diffusivity 
and Neumann boundary conditions, d is the same as the attractor of the 
ODE (4), while in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions d should 
reduce to a single stable equilibrium near 0. Therefore one expects that 
some bifurcation takes place when, keeping the diffusion sufficiently 
large, one goes from Neumann to Dirichlet boundary conditions. This is 
confirmed by Theorem 4 in fact large diffusivity means n = 1, a,,//, and al/l, 
large. Therefore if, for simplicity we also assume p = o; a,,/& = al/Z, = c 
then the parabolic equation is equivalent to the ODE 
CP z= -p+c(l -p) z + j: f( x, z) d-v. 
The bifurcation diagram of this equation for f = u( I- u), c > 1 is as shown 
in Fig. 5. Theorem 4 is a perturbation theorem and as such it can be used 
in studying the dynamics of the parabolic equation (1) only when the dif- 
fusion function is of the type described in 2 and v is small. Nevertheless it 
may be cojectured that, given any a, there is a smooth transformation of a 
into a diffusion function satisfying the requirements of Theorem 4, which 
does not change the topological structure of d. To support this cojecture 
L 
1 
i> 
0 1 P 
-1 
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we note that, since the dynamical system defined by (1) is a Morse-Smale 
system, by a stability result of Oliva [6] on Morse-Smale systems in 
infinite dimension, it follows that the topological structure of the flow on 
d may change only through bifurcation of equilibria, therefore the 
problem of deforming a into a function satisfying the requirements of 
Theorem 4 without changing the structure of d, boils down to the con- 
struction of a family a,,, VE (0, 11, a, =a, such that: for small V, a, is of the 
type defined in Section 2; there is no bifurcation of the set of equilibria for 
YE (0, I]. Moreover it seems reasonable to beheve that, in spite of its 
global character, this problem may be treated by means of refined phase 
plane analysis of the type exploited in [ 12, 171. If the above cojecture 
proves to be correct, then Theorem 4 can be considered a first step towards 
a complete classification of all possible dynamics corresponding to a scalar 
parabolic equation. 
The fact that (1) is a scalar equation in one space dimension has been 
used in several places in this work. Nevertheless we believe that most of 
what we have said can be generalized to systems in n space dimensions. 
The author is indebted to Professor J. K. Hale and Dr. C. Rocha for several stimulating 
discussions during the preparation of this work. 
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